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The Elden Ring, a world unlike any other, brings an adventurous fantasy RPG experience to life. The story
of the Lands Between takes place in the fall of the 4th century, when a colossal catastrophe occurs and the
Lands Between, a world of slumbering spirits, appears. The protagonist awakens as Tarnished, a member
of one of the four organizations called the Elden Ring, and sets forth in a quest for the youth god, in order

to fulfill the destiny awaiting his name. #Game #Action #RPG #Tarnished #Elden RingChowkham
Portrayed By Rohan Choudhury Also Speaks Up About His Favourite Bong On Instagram Chowkham

Portrayed By Rohan Choudhury Also Speaks Up About His Favourite Bong On Instagram Chowkham was the
only male lead in the recently released 'Tea Kettu' movie. Although he is seen mostly in baby clothes on

the poster, he is seen in multiple adult scenes as well. He is alongside other leads, like Arka, Sonali,
Raktamuchi, and others. This 6 month old celeb is all set to release his first Bollywood horror movie, 'Te

Kettu', in which he is seen in the lead. Like all other actors, this 31 year old actor/director as well wants to
remain private, hence is not talking much about himself. He has been speaking up now and then though,
and, quite frankly, he could be our very next fashion icon. Here's what the upcoming horror movie poster

has to say: "From the gloopy red palm trees and glimmering red sand to the atmospheric empty space, the
background, we give you a peek into a mysterious, supernatural world where nothing is what it seems...

"'Te Kettu' is an animated horror film which is directed by Kashyap and produced by Anand Rai and Manish
Jha. It is a fantasy horror film which tells the story of a village which is in danger of losing its entire race of
people. When the people get possessed by 'te kettu' (an invisible force) and the village becomes a ghost
town, the protagonist [Chowkham] is left to save the village and find a cure for the 'te kettu' illness." We

bet he is looking really stylish in the poster, and, we mean
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Elden Ring Features Key:
The power of the Elden Ring is at your fingertips, and will be presented with unparalleled detail in terms of

graphics and animations as you walk through the game's active, living world.
A vibrant world that reacts to your commands, actions and emotions is awaiting you as you explore it.
An unparalleled sense of dynamic environment, captivating characters, and emotional scenes make

Tarnished a truly captivating RPG.
Online Play that feels like it’s right next door, combined with transport to towns.

Delivery Date: 10th July 2015.

Themes: Politics, Screens

For fans of the

RPG genre
emotional storytelling
step-up elements in game mechanics
open-world exploration

Not intended for young teens.

What games would you recommend as a rival to The Tarnished World Chronicles? 

TOKYO, JAPAN, February 22, 2015 --- ATLUS today announced that its fantasy action role-playing game The
Tarnished World Chronicles has officially gone Gold, and will be available exclusively on PlayStation®4 system
throughout North America and Europe starting on July 12 in Europe and July 15 in North America! Managed by in-
house studio ATLUS USA, published by Atlus USA, The Tarnished World Chronicles is a story of memory loss and
loss of self as you rise from your napkin as a humble warrior to become a king of a land ravaged by war. As you
walk through the huge open world in search of companions who can aid you in your quest, you can discover the
elements of the Elden Ring in order to discover the truth behind the world you inhabit. Captivating CG visual
effects, quests and intriguing choices reinforce the immersive drama of the story and live a life in the world of
Tarnished. For the first time in the RPG genre, The Tarnished World Chronicles will include an All-Play mode, taking
advantage of PlayStation®4 system's cross-compatibility with PlayStation®3 and PlayStation®Vita systems, to
allow you to enjoy the game anytime and anywhere while seamlessly connecting to the 
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Korea’s Game House, SpicyTaste, ranked Elden Ring at #2 in their 2018 mobile games review. “Elden Ring will
definitely be a must-play game when it launches. The refreshing combat, which combines powerful Magic with
attractive look and sound, will certainly be a good addition to the action genre.” “The highly detailed graphics,
great sound, and various 3D features wrapped up well with a great gameplay, and the AI for the enemies has also
been improved. Overall, the game is an excellent action game for anyone who is into RPG-like gaming.” Korea’s
leading game portal, Naver, rated Elden Ring at #1 in their book list of 2018’s top ten RPG games. “The intricate
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gameplay will get you hooked, and the thrilling dungeon exploration will never get old. Put your thinking cap on
and get ready for the action-packed action of a lifetime.” “The graphics are extraordinary, the gameplay is
exhilarating, and the dungeon exploration is engaging.” Korea’s HD search engine, Aptoibee, ranked Elden Ring at
#1 in their 2017 game of the year list for smartphone games. “The unique gameplay mechanics and the beautiful
characters are the reasons why I gave this game a 9/10.” “Even though this is an RPG, the gameplay is different
from the norm and it takes a unique approach to gaming. The story and characters of the game are amazing as
well.” “I really hope the developer will keep improving the game as it comes out, because it is going to be a really
fantastic game.” ⇒ Elden Ring Game ⇒ Elden Ring Game Screenshots ⇒ Elden Ring Game Trailer ⇒ Elden Ring
Game Review ⇒ Elden Ring Game Official Website ⇒ Elden Ring Game Facebook ⇒ Elden Ring Game Twitter Naver
– The top game portal in Korea ⇒ Naver List of Top 10 Games of 2017 ⇒ Aptoibee – Korea’s top search engine ⇒
Elden Ring Game YouTube ⇒ Eld bff6bb2d33
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What's new in Elden Ring:

■ Playable Characters

A Knight, Sylph, Caster, Valkyrie, and Elfern

From the dark knight to the mighty Valkyrie and others, a daring
adventurer awaits.
The strongest fighters of the Light Ward, the Knights of Light, occupy a
sacred castle preserved only for them. The land is covered with fur and
wooly. Their resolve is boosted as they make a journey to save their
land while facing endless battles along the way. In a grand soliloquy of
their own dreams, Cavalry fighters ride across the fields, heedless of
danger...

■ Additional Details
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* A huge world full of new scenes where players can experience the
lands of the game in new environments, begin a conversation, and
navigate to various locations; there are also scenes where you can go
into specific locations by seamlessly switching between other locations.
Players can discover new settings through open fields, unique
dungeons, or great battlefields.

* Ever since battles began, strategic combat is at the core of the game.
The tactics and synergies among your actions will not only play a major
role in the game, they are also utilized for deeper cooperative play.

* All in all, Fantasy Wars offers an unprecedented progression and
expansion system, with deep and detailed updates to new elements,
with a wide variety of features that will cater to the conventions of the
fantasy genre.

* "18 years old (?). No, actually 23 years old, is what each of us really
is... 24 years old or thereabouts."

* Fantasy Wars is the spiritual successor to the game Fantasy Life.

*Game samples are from an alpha version of Fantasy Wars.
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